Study Guide
Influencing others to get THERE by
living a Transformational Life

PART 1
- The Structure of Leadership and the Framework for Life

LEADERSHIP DEFINEDWhat is your definition of leadership?______________________________________________________

Leadership doesn’t have to be a complex formula that requires us to memorize long definitions.
Throughout this course we will refer to leadership simply as THERE-HERE-PATH (THP) or Influencing
Others to get THERE.

For the creative process we use THP. For the problem solving process we use HTP.
We want to have ____________ of our THERE, ___________ ______________for our
HERE and be able to ___________, ____________, and ___________ along the PATH.
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Our THERE is where we are going, our HERE is where we currently are and the PATH is how we get there
and where life happens.

When considering our THERE, it is important for us to have clarity. Clarity creates unity of effort. When
we have an absence of clarity, there are normally consequences that follow. When our THERE (goal) is
for ourselves, we have to have internal clarity. When the THERE (goal) is for the team, we want to make
sure that we have enough external clarity through communication to create a shared vision for all team
members. Research shows that we normally have to repeat things 7-11 times for people to finally hear
what we are saying. The Bible is a great example of this. God creates something perfect and good, gives
it to man with clear expectations and clear consequences and man fails to meet the expectations and
has to suffer the consequences. Next, God steps in and redeems his creation and makes it good again.
We see this all throughout scripture from the story of Adam and Eve, to Noah and the flood, to Moses
and the Exodus, to David and the list goes on until the unfolding of the redemptive actions of God in the
coming of Jesus as a child. God is giving us the framework for the story several times to teach us and get
us to listen because He knows that clarity comes through repetition.

Who were some of the greatest leaders in history?
1.

2.

3.

What made those leaders great? What set them apart from other leaders? Normally the answer is
commitment to the THERE. Leaders have to have commitment to get THERE. What made them great
was that they were committed to their THERE, unto death if necessary. They also had a THERE that was
great. That leader’s THERE would have been a great cause.

What was the THERE for LTC Joshua Chamberlain and the 20th Maine? ____________________________

We normally have many THEREs in life for goals we are trying to achieve. These may be job related,
family, financial or even socially related. However, ultimately we want to have a THERE that transcends
these goals. We call this our Transcendent THERE. By definition, you can never reach something that is
transcendent. We want to have a THERE that gives us a direction in life that cannot be reached.
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PART 2
-The Meaning of Life; A Transcendent THERE

Most businesses have a THERE or a mission statement or a vision statement or purpose statement to
create a shared vision for where they want their organization to head. In the military, they would call
this Task and Purpose. When all employees understand this statement, it creates a shared vision for
unity of effort. If it is important enough for a money making venture to have a THERE, why wouldn’t we
want a THERE for our own lives, our marriages or our children?
We have so many little goals in our lives that are all good. However, we need a great transcendent
THERE to create an integrated life. Only through focusing on our transcendent THERE, can we integrate
all of our goals together and prevents oscillation between goals. A good example of this is family and
work. We tend to focus on one, like work, because it is suffering and then ignore the other (family) to
some degree. This causes family to suffer so then we oscillate back in the other direction like a
pendulum on a clock. This is the pattern many people follow throughout life. However, when we focus
on our transcendent THERE we can pull all other goals into line. They all become integrated. It will help
us focus on what is important in life; the eulogy virtues vs the resume’ virtues.

Read Philippians 2: 4-8- What was Jesus’ THERE? ____________________________________________

Read Matthew 25: 14-30- What is Jesus telling us our THERE should be? _________________________

Read Mark 12: 28-31- What is Jesus telling us our THERE should be? _____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Read Romans 12: 1-8- What are your Spiritual Gifts? ________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Finding my THERE:
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Mark Twain said, “The two greatest days in a man’s life are the day he is born and the day he figures
out why.”

What about happiness? Would that be a viable THERE? What does it mean to be happy? What does it
take to make you happy? If when we think of happy we are thinking of joyful or contentedness, then
happiness is a THERE moving in the right direction. However, we usually use happiness as another word
for appetites. What we tend to drift towards when we say we want to be happy, is we want to fulfill our
personal appetites. This may be money, title, sex, or any other worldly lust. These usually don’t make
good THEREs. These types of goals are achievable and then lead to the “now what?” problem. When
we achieve a goal that has been our life-long focus, our THERE, we tend to ask, “Now what?” We start
to lose our focus of what we are doing in life because we have lost our purpose. We have achieved it.
Then we want more. If you wanted to be a millionaire, made it your focus in life and then you save a
million dollars, you would probably want more. It will never be enough.
Have you had anything in your life that you has become your major THERE and then accomplished it?
Maybe it was a sports competition, running a race, a job title or your children. When you finish that
competition, earn the new title or your children leave home you go through a bit of a setback. Maybe
even a depression like empty nest syndrome. All of this is the result of having a THERE you can achieve
instead of a transcendent THERE.
Understanding what your THERE is can be difficult at first. We can start with a piece of paper and think
about it for days without ever writing anything down. Next, we can ask ourselves what we are
passionate about. This usually starts slow and then we have filled the entire page. There are several
helpful ways to go about this
The 5 WHYS: When trying to decide on what your THERE for life, your marriage or your children is, it’s a
good practice to use the “5 whys”. The 5 whys help us better learn the meaning behind our statement.
Say I had a THERE to be the CEO of my own company. My first question would be the first why.
1st Why? To have several employees
2nd Why? I want a larger sphere of influence.
3rd Why? I want to be able to provide a place for good people to work and grow.
4th Why? To serve others.
5th Why? Because God told us that to love him I should love others as I love myself.
We have now come to the point of it all. The THERE isn’t to be the CEO of a company. It is to serve
others through obeying God. Can I do this without being a CEO? Of course I can. I can work on the
THERE of serving others and glorifying God every day of my life. Does this mean I should give up my
“goal” of being a CEO? Not at all. That is a good goal but it is not my THERE. Where I am or what title I
have cannot stop me from always moving towards my THERE. If I don’t complete my goal of being a
CEO, I can still find joy in the fact that I can still serve others around me and there is nothing that anyone
can do to stop that. Becoming a CEO may expand my sphere of influence to serve people on a greater
scale but it is not necessary to move towards my THERE. Whether I am at work, church, the gym, the
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grocery store, home or in the voting booth I can still focus on my THERE and serve others. If I were to
lose my job, quit the gym or lose my home, I can still work towards my THERE. Those are just
circumstances that I am in and as long as there I can find other people, I can find a way to serve them.
This can come through my personal example, teaching, giving, leading or any number of other ways to
impact people.
Resume Virtues vs Eulogy Virtues: When we think of relatives or friends who passed away, we normally
don’t think about how many cars they had, how much money they made or what their title may have
been (resume’ virtues). We usually talk about how they impacted the lives of those around them.
These are the eulogy virtues. Our eulogy virtues are the legacy we leave to others. In two to three
generations after you leave this world, statistically no one will remember you or rarely talk about you.
However, the life lessons you pass on and the eulogy virtues you help instill in others can change
eternity. Not just their eternity but yours as well. When we focus on serving others and helping them
down the road of life, we are teaching life lessons that get passed on throughout the generations. These
virtues and values help them lead a more Christ-like existence and inevitably change their eternity as
they pass along those same virtues and values. While serving others in this capacity, you are doing what
Christ asked us to do and therefore also changing your eternity.

As of 2016, 76% of Americans profess to be Christians. 24% can tell you why they are on this earth.
However, less than 5% have a good transcendent THERE. The other 19% would list wealth, title or
position, or some other material gain.

Viktor Frankl was an Austrian Neurologist and Psychiatrist who found himself in a German concentration
camp at Auschwitz and later to Dachau. He was a slave laborer for five months and then moved to a
physician’s role. After suffering the horrors of the concentration camps for three years, he was liberated
and began writing as part of his healing process. He wrote Man’s Search for Meaning in 1959. The book
demonstrates the importance of understanding the meaning of one’s life. Those individuals in the
camps that lost their meaning of life (THERE) perished. They gave up. Viktor Frankl learned many
lessons that he has passed down in his books. He said, “Everyone has his own specific vocation or
mission in life; everyone must carry out a concrete assignment that demands fulfillment. Therein he
cannot be replaced, nor can his life be repeated, thus, everyone's task is unique as his specific
opportunity to implement it.”

“Ever more people today have the means to live, but no meaning to live for.” ― Viktor E.
Frankl

What is the THERE for your life? __________________________________________________________
What is the THERE for your children? ______________________________________________________
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What is the THERE for your marriage or relationship? ________________________________________

Having a THERE for our lives helps to create the structural tension for creating the path of least
resistance. We begin with the end in mind. Where do I want to be when I stand before the judgment
seat of Christ? Our scripture readings tell us that we are supposed to love and obey God above all
others. We are to love our neighbors as ourselves and serve them with our spiritual gifts. If we do all
these things we are investing in a great treasure and will hear, “Well done, good and faithful servant.”

“Don't aim at success. The more you aim at it and make it a target, the more you are going to
miss it. For success, like happiness, cannot be pursued; it must ensue, and it only does so as
the unintended side effect of one's personal dedication to a cause greater than oneself or as
the by-product of one's surrender to a person other than oneself. Happiness must happen,
and the same holds for success: you have to let it happen by not caring about it. I want you to
listen to what your conscience commands you to do and go on to carry it out to the best of
your knowledge. Then you will live to see that in the long-run—in the long-run, I say!—
success will follow you precisely because you had forgotten to think about it.”
― Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning

Having a great THERE and being committed to it is what made the aforementioned leaders great. Do
you have a transcendent THERE that is a great THERE? Are you committed to it through personal loss or
death if necessary? If so, you have the opportunity to be the hero of your own story. You have the
capability to be one of those leaders. Maybe everyone won’t know your name but there will be many
people that you will influence they will take those life lessons with them and pass them along. You will
have changed eternity; theirs and yours.

It is not what a man does that is of final importance but what he is in what he does. The atmosphere
produced by a man, much more than his actions, has lasting influence.

Read John 13: 12-17

Two THEREs: Now that we understand the framework of leadership (THP) and we know how to set goals
to move towards the THERE, we have to understand the other THERE. We have WE THERE and we have
a ME THERE. No matter how focused we are on our WE THERE, our transcendent THERE, the ME THERE
is always close by.
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Even with our great transcendent THERE we can often find ourselves off the PATH. We start heading
towards the wrong THERE without even realizing it. The WE THERE is transcendent and about serving
others where the ME THERE is self-serving and deceitful. The WE THERE understands that all of us have
ingrained in us the desire to be great from our creator. The ME THERE tells us that fulfilling the desire to
become great comes through doing for me. The WE THERE knows that doing what is best for me is
doing what is best for others; serving WE.

This is one of the great paradoxes of life. Doing what is best for me is doing what is best for others. The
ME THERE comes from a societal perspective that has become part of our culture. The WE THERE
understands that what our society and worldly culture tells us is a lie. Society and culture inundate us
with movies, songs, commercials and writings that tell us the things that make us great are money,
power, position, sex, control, and material possessions. In Biblical terms we can understand the two
THEREs as the Spirit and the Flesh.

What were the two THEREs that Chamberlain faced on Little Round Top? _________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Doing what is best for me is doing what is best for others.

We find ourselves drifting towards the flesh when ME gets in the way. We are very susceptible to
“keeping up with the Jones’s”. We all want to be great. We all want to be deemed successful in life.
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However, what we are told through Hollywood and television is a lie. There is only one truth and it is
God’s truth. What does scripture say is best for me? What does God say being great is?

Read Galatians 5: 16-26

What are some ways that we can keep from being influenced by what society and culture tells us makes
us great vs what God tells us makes us great?

1.

2.

3.

Even when we know these simple truths, we can suffer from a bit of cognitive dissonance when it comes
to the two THEREs. The flesh (ME THERE) just gets a little sneakier and we start to convince ourselves
that we are doing what’s best for others. Taking the time to examine our motives can help us realize
that sometimes when we want to “fix” others to make our lives better we are serving ME instead of WE.
Of course, we cannot fix anyone and this rarely helps any situation. However, if we don’t think about
our motives we will find ourselves going down the PATH towards the ME THERE, very quickly.

Where we look, we tend to go. Have you ever seen a car accident on the side of the road? As people
check out the accident instead of paying attention to the road, they soon find themselves driving off of
it. This is true with the Two THEREs. The one we look at and feed the most is the one that will win. If we
spend time in scripture and prayer and serving others more than we do focusing on ME, we will find
ourselves walking in the Spirit instead of the Flesh.

Romans 8:5-9 For those who are according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the
flesh, but those who are according to the Spirit, the things of the Spirit. For the mind set on the
flesh is death, but the mind set on the Spirit is life and peace, because the mind set on the flesh
is hostile toward God; for it does not subject itself to the law of God, for it is not even able to do
so, and those who are in the flesh cannot please God. However, you are not in the flesh but in
the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you. But if anyone does not have the Spirit of
Christ, he does not belong to Him. - NKJV
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We can develop structures to help us stay on track. Structure demands behavior. When we have a
structure in place, it can help us think of things differently. In the picture below, the red triangle is a
typical hierarchy of an oil company and this is true for most organizations. At the top you have a CEO
and then there are several layers of executives and managers until you get to the bottom of the totem
pole. This physical structure of how a company works usually demands a behavior that results in
everyone from the bottom of the pyramid has to serve or suck up to the people above them. This is a
typical mechanistic structure to support the chain of command and communication. However, we can
have a mental structure of the organization as shown with the green triangle. This is where our leaders
understand that their job is not to lord over those below them in the pyramid but to serve them by
placing their needs above their own. This mental structure results in servant leadership.

This simple mental model can help us remember to treat others with the same mercy and grace that we
get treated with. One day we will all be judged by the same measuring stick we used to judge others.
Pope Francis has announced that the Catholic Church’s new structure would be the same as our green
upside-down pyramid in the picture above…Servant Leadership.

Structure Demands Behavior
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PART 3
-HERE; Current Reality and the PATH

The HERE: Once we know what our THERE looks like, it’s time to figure out where we are. What is my
HERE? Your HERE is your current reality and it’s where you are in life. We tend to have a poor sense of
our HERE. We usually think we are further down the path then we really are. We usually need help in
finding our HERE. We have our perspective, we have others’ perspective and then we have truth.
Usually truth is found somewhere in between. Do you have someone in your life who will share truth
with you? Is there someone who you can trust to be real with you? Someone who will help you find
your HERE by managing truth rather than managing your emotions?

Are you someone who will share truth with others? Can you be counted on to help others find their
HERE? When we don’t know our HERE it is very difficult to get THERE. The PATH can be long and hard
when we don’t know where we are. Most of this course will cover tools to help us have a better
understanding of our HERE. We need a lot of help with this because we most often do not really want
to know the truth. When we ask others to help us with our current reality (HERE) we are normally, deep
down, hoping for them only to tell us good things. We may want to figure out what we want to work on
in our lives to some degree, as long as it isn’t too much. This is why we need to deliver truth with mercy
and grace.

Truth is an acquired taste.

What was the HERE for the 20th Maine at Little Round Top prior to the third charge? _______________

Read Matthew 22: 16- Why did their disciples and the Herodians come to Jesus? ___________________
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What are your top five values?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Values: Foundational to you are your values. In the picture above the foundation upon which you are
built is your personal values system. Then you have your six pillars that support you. If your foundation
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is weak, all of your pillars could crumble and fall so we want to have strong values. How do you know
what your values are? The litmus test for what you value is where we spend our time and where we
spend our money. When asked what your five values were, you probably wrote down something about
what your top five values should be. You may have had problems with your current reality (HERE). You
more than likely listed something about truth, integrity, honesty or candor. Yet, you probably have
some revisions to your list when you really examine where you spend most of your time and money.
Instead of what you wrote, you may need to put video games, pornography, work, or some other
unsavory category in our lives. When we really search for our current reality, we sometimes find out
that our values are not what we want them to be and will often lie to ourselves. We are not living in
reality when we do this.

The 5 Whys: Determining your true value set can be difficult. A good place to start will be by listing
where you spend most of your time and most of your money. Next, go through the “five whys”
process. If my number one value (time and money) is work, I ask, why? Maybe because I want to
support my family. As we dig deeper, I may find out that after five whys, I learn that I value family and
not work or I value serving others at work. This is a difficult process at first and it can help to use a
coach to help you better understand your own current reality.
What five words would your best friend use to describe you? Those five words are what you display.
This will show you what you value. Not would should I value but what do I value. Changing your values
is a choice. If one of your top five isn’t something you want to value then choose to demonstrate the
value you want to have there and over time people will recognize that you value it.
The depiction of you as a simple house with a foundation and supported by pillars is very simplified but
is a great mental model to have when thinking of comprehensive fitness. When we have weak values, it
can be catastrophic for us because our entire existence can fall apart. If we have a weak pillar, the other
pillars must be strong enough to support us. For example, if you have a physical ailment or obesity it
can cause you to have social issues, mental/emotional issues, financial issues from buying the next great
diet pill, and even issues with your family and God. If your other pillars are strong enough, you can
continue to stand and operate normally. If your other pillars are already cracked or weak, they could
also collapse and cause you to spiral down into depression and sometimes worse. This model is used to
teach resiliency. It is meant to help people understand that all of these categories are important and
intertwined more like a braid of rope rather than separate pillars. We need to work on our pillars to
keep them strong so we are ready when adversity hits.
Physical Pillar: The first pillar that we talk about is the physical pillar. This is first because when you
meet someone for the first time you are sizing them up based on physical appearance and presence.
This happens in the first two tenths of a second. Are they tall, handsome or pretty, have a strong jaw
line, short, tubby, do they look like me? This is all done subconsciously and automatically. We normally
predicate our future relationship with that person based on that initial impression of how they appear.
This pillar includes how someone represents themselves. Are they in shape? Are they on time? Do they
work hard? Do they look the part? Do they look professional? This may sound shallow and sad but it is
a fact. We almost always vote for the taller candidate in a presidential election. We tend to give less
credibility to people who don’t show up on time. There has been a lot of research done on the benefits
of physical fitness. This research shows us that the more physically fit we are, the more capable we are
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of handling stress, being confident in ourselves, getting hurt less and recovering more quickly from
injury. We look up to people who have a greater physical presence. We see this for both men and
women. Men will many times have a professional athlete as the person who they use as a role model.
The physical pillar is so predominant that they infer the rest of the pillars. However, professional
athletes may have a very strong physical pillar and not have any other strong pillars. We see this
especially with their financial pillars. 79% of NBA players and 75% of NFL players will file bankruptcy.
Women will also infer strong pillars with a commanding physical presence. They subconsciously tend to
look at a taller man as someone who will be more capable of providing them security and are therefore
more attracted to the “tall, dark and handsome” stereotype.
Social Pillar: The second pillar is the Social Pillar. Once you meet someone for the first time and have
made an initial assessment based on the physical pillar, we begin to communicate. You will very quickly
be able to assess whether that person is introverted or extroverted. Do they have interpersonal skills or
are they socially awkward? If we have a strong social pillar, we typically have deep meaningful
relationships with many people. We have a strong social network of friends. We can see the necessity
of this when we are having difficult times. Do you have a social network you can rely on? With the
advent of the recent technological advances, young people have many more social relationships but
they are typically through social media, online game play or text messaging. They don’t have the deeper
relationships that provide comfort and support when we are in need. If we determine our HERE as
having a weak social pillar we can set some SMART goals to work on it.
Mental/Emotional Pillar: The third pillar is the Mental/Emotional Pillar. After meeting someone and
sizing them up physically and socially, we can very quickly determine whether or not they are well read,
intelligent, and in good control of their emotions. Do you make it a priority to read? Are you in good
control of your emotions or do people have to be careful what they say around you for fear of offending
you or making you angry? We have all been around people that we feel we have to walk on egg shells
around. These people have a weak Mental/Emotional Pillar. This pillar consists of your Intelligence
Quotient (IQ) and your Emotional Quotient (EQ). People can be physically an adult but have very poor
self-awareness and be an emotional child or adolescent. Having a clear understanding of your current
reality (HERE) will help you identify any shortcomings or strengths of this pillar to work on with your
SMART goals.
Family/Team Pillar: The fourth pillar is the Family/Team Pillar. Once you get to know someone a little
more than the initial conversation, you begin to see how they treat the people around them. Do they
serve others or expect to be served? Are they a good parent, sibling or child? Do they treat others with
respect? When we think about referent power and who we want to be like, this pillar can be very
important.
Spiritual Pillar: The fifth pillar is the Spiritual pillar. As Christians, we understand this pillar as the thread
that holds all the others together. Do we have a good relationship with God? This pillar is possibly the
easiest and most difficult for us to work on. We are as close to God as we choose to be. What prevents
us from being close to him and having a fulfilling relationship with our creator is the ME THERE. Your
relationship with your creator will ultimately determine the fulfillment you find in life. Knowing that
when we are experiencing challenges in life, we are going through them for a reason is an important
perspective.
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Financial Pillar: The final pillar is the Financial Pillar. Do you handle your finances or do your finances
handle you? Are you a good steward of God’s resources? Learning to handle our finances well is
Biblical. When we manage money well and have a strong financial pillar that includes an emergency
fund, when difficulties hit, we are more capable of handling them without finding ourselves in debt and
stressed out about how we will make ends meet.
All of these pillars will give you the referent power or influence to be able to serve others. This is the
best way to lead by example. Be a role model for doing life right. Pour energy into your pillars and you
will attract others and be able to influence them to serve others.

Which pillars did your role model exhibit as the strongest? _____________________________________
Which Pillar is your strongest? ____________________________________________________
Which Pillar do you need to work on the most? ______________________________________________

Your pillars and your values suffer from entropy. Entropy is the second law of thermodynamics that
states, that everything moves from order to disorder. It is usually a gradual decline from order to
disorder. The chair you are sitting in is moving into entropy. It is corroding. It will eventually fall apart
and cease to exist in its current form. Your values and pillars work the same way. In physical fitness, it
takes 72 hours to completely recover from a total muscle failure workout and after 96 hours the muscle
will begin to atrophy. The same is true with all the other pillars. If you aren’t putting energy into them,
energy will be coming out and they will be weakened.

Read Job 1-2

What pillars did Job have taken away? _____________________________________________________
What sustained Job? ___________________________________________________________________

The PATH: When we have our THERE and have a good idea of our HERE, we can start down the PATH.
The PATH is where life happens. When we decide to move from out HERE towards our THERE, we must
expend energy and we must demonstrate commitment. Every time we take a step down the PATH, our
HERE changes. We were at our HERE, took a step down the PATH and are now at the new HERE. Our
HERE has changed so it must be reevaluated. While on the path, we try to keep our THERE in focus. It
can be tough to find our way if lose the focus of our THERE. In the picture of the mountaintop, we have
our THERE as the summit and our HERE as the basecamp. As we move from basecamp towards the
summit, we will run into many obstacles that we couldn’t see from our basecamp. When we reach a
point along the PATH in the journey where we come to a chasm that we cannot scale, we will need to
Act, Learn and Adjust (ALA). In life, we will run into unforeseen circumstances. This will cause us to ALA.
If we don’t go through the ALA process, we will often have to continue to suffer from the same
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situations we continue to refuse to learn from or we will lack to commitment to the THERE and quit.
These difficult situations require energy and commitment to overcome them.
What was the PATH for Chamberlain and the 20th Maine to get from their HERE to the THERE?

When we are moving towards a team THERE, we have to ALA as a team. This can come in the form of
after action reviews or moments of truth. It is usually helpful to talk about the THERE, evaluate the
HERE and talk about what we learned so we can get back on the PATH.

“A man who becomes conscious of the responsibility he bears toward a human being who
affectionately waits for him, or to an unfinished work, will never be able to throw away his
life. He knows the "why" for his existence, and will be able to bear almost any "how".”
― Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning

The Project Mood Curve is the PATH that life takes. It is the link between HERE and THERE. So, the
logical question is why not call it a PATH tool? As we move down the PATH by exerting energy and
commitment to take a step towards our THERE, our HERE just changed. We are now at our new HERE
and have to reassess it to know where we are. So, the PATH is a series of Milestones and new HEREs.
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In the graph above is the depiction of the PATH that life and all projects follow. It is true with all things.
The only difference is the depth of the “pit of despair”. The X Axis is time while the Y Axis is level of
excitement.

Mood Curve: Let’s look at this in terms of something simple. Let’s look at your exercise program. When
New Year’s Day rolls around you are getting ready to start your new diet and exercise program with an
awesome Milestone goal to lose 10 pounds. You have a high degree of excitement and anticipation so
you are on the blue dot of High Expectations in the graph. After your first day, you start to realize how
much work this is really going to be. You are sore, you are hungry because rice cakes taste terrible and
you are going through carbohydrate and sugar withdrawal. You have just entered the “Pit of Despair.”
The only difference between your Mood Curve and someone else’s is the depth of this pit. For some,
this will be easier than others. This is where most people lose sight of the THERE for their goal. They
tend to not be able to see how this is going to be possible. However, with commitment to the THERE
and willpower your body and mind begin to adjust. Your taste buds get used to not having the sugars
and the cravings dissipate. You quit getting as sore from the workouts and now start to see results. You
begin to see the light at the end of the tunnel. The commitment to the THERE becomes easier because
you have now formed a habit, which takes less energy to work at something than when starting
something. An object in motion tends to stay in motion (kinetic energy) while an object at rest tends to
stay at rest (potential energy). You start to see positive results and begin improving.

Forming Habits: Research shows that it normally takes 17-21 repetitions of something to build a habit.
When you hit week three of your diet and exercise program, you are generally moving out of the pit of
despair because the task has become habitual. It now takes less will power. Research also shows that
willpower is an exhaustible resource. The experts will even tell you that if you have a moral decision to
make, make it in the morning. They say this because by the end of the day you have less willpower
available. There are some very famous experiments that demonstrate this with the Marshmallow
Experiment as well as the Radish and Chocolate Chip Cookie Experiment. The bottom line is that people
who are forced to use willpower to resist eating something will have less willpower to resist other things
later. You see this very often with smokers who quit smoking and then gain weight. They are using all
of their willpower to not smoke and don’t have the energy or willpower available to stick to their diet as
well.

Read Isaiah 40: 29-31

Read Philippians 4: 13

Christian Willpower: Research has also shown that Christians tend to have more willpower than NonChristians. They tend to have healthier teeth, manage their money better, live longer and overall be
healthier. Why is this? How would a religious affiliation cause me to have more willpower? The answer
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is simple. Christians have the ability to tap into an inexhaustible resource. They can tap into the Holy
Spirit. They don’t have to rely on themselves to see them through their struggles. It comes down to the
first item we get to control; whom you trust. Do I trust God or someone other than God? Our faith
gives us access to this resource to help us through these tough times.

Read ACTS 1: 4-8

Team Building: Let’s take a look at the Project Mood Curve from the perspective of team building. The
team building stages are Forming, Storming, Norming, Performing and sometimes Adjourning. The
forming stage is where the team first comes together. There is generally a great deal of excitement to
start out on a new PATH together. Soon after forming people start to vie for position. They try to figure
out where they fit into the team and what role they will fulfill. This is called the Storming phase. Once
everyone has a role and figure out what their part is to be they begin to progress and start the Norming
phase. This is where the group’s unwritten rules become the norms for operating together. Finally the
team begins to really make progress towards the THERE and they are performing. The final step is the
Adjourning phase. This is where the team has an opportunity to look back and do an after action review
to determine lessons learned that they can apply to their next project together or for other teams.
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When was Chamberlain and the 20th Maine in the “pit of despair”? _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Mood Curve for Marriage: As an example of team building and how it falls into the Project Mood Curve,
let’s use marriage. We hope that prior to the marriage, the happy couple has established a THERE for
their marriage. We will say that this couple has established ONENESS as their THERE. They have clarity
of what that means. They know that oneness means that he must provide security for her and she must
provide significance for him and they both must bring God into the equation above all else for this to
work. As the wedding day approaches, the excitement for they happy couple begins to build. This is
especially true for the bride who has probably built this day up and dreamed about it since she was a
small child. The ceremony is pulled off with only a few minor glitches which no one remembers five
minutes later. The happy couple goes on their honeymoon and all is right with life. Soon after the
honeymoon the new team departs from the Forming stage and enters the Storming stage. They realize
that the THERE became the ceremony and not the marriage. They accomplished the ceremony and
there can be a little bit of a depression that sets in with accomplishing your THERE whether you
intended it to be your THERE or not. They may even lose sight of their ONENESS THERE at this point.
They start making their marriage about ME instead of WE. They are both trying to figure out their roles.
They came from different backgrounds where he opened presents on Christmas Eve and she opened on
Christmas Day. The struggles continue because it turns out that he like Crest Toothpaste and she like
Colgate. He squeezes the tube from the bottom while she blasphemously squeezes from the middle. As
they learn to work through conflict resolution and build their own traditions for the next 3-5 years, they
begin the Norming phase. They have their own family norms now and start to really make progress
towards ONENESS and enter the performing phase where they have committed to try to pursue the
others best, patiently, kindly, sacrificially and unconditionally. They have become closer to God through
all of this and are working towards that Transcendent THERE of ONENESS.

Read Genesis 2: 24

Read Ephesians 5: 22-33

Mood Curve for Children: Our story for the happy couple continues when they are about to have their
first child. They communicate well and establish the THERE for child rearing to be to GROW A GOOD
ADULT CAPABLE OF MAKING GOOD DECISIONS ON THEIR OWN. The excitement builds with the baby
showers and the attention from friends and family. Once the baby is born they immediately enter into
the storming phase. We have added a new, temporary member of the team. This particular team
member does not sleep at night, eats all the time, gets sick every week and fills the diaper way too
often. After a couple years, they begin to be a little more self-sufficient and we start norming but then
enter the “terrible twos” where the parents regret ever wondering when the child would ever walk
because it gets into everything and we slide back down into the pit. Proper use of the Freedom V gets
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us through that stage and the family begins norming once again. Many years later, the child is now a
teenager who wants more freedom than the parents are ready to give them and we enter a new mood
curve again. Once again, the parents apply proper use of the Freedom V and the child turns 18 and is
armed with the capability to Make Good Decisions on his or her own and leaves the team. The team has
entered the Adjourning phase.

In child rearing, we use the Freedom V to help grow our children into capable adults. Helping them see
that they are not the most important team member is also very important. They need to see what a
marriage, done right, looks like. Their relationships will often take the same course as the ones role
modeled for them. Demonstrating that your spouse and ONENESS is the THERE for marriage and not
the child will help them prioritize their spouse in the relationship instead of the child. The child is a very
important, temporary member of the team but not the most important member of the team. You and
your spouse are the permanent team members and the leaders of the team, not the child. Seeing this
relationship play out and helping them see what a successful marriage and healthy relationship is all
about is the most effective way to help them become good adults capable of making good decisions on
their own.

When we understand that every project, relationship or any endeavor we undertake will go through
the process of the Project Mood Curve, we can mentally prepare ourselves for the challenges we will
face. Having the proper perspective of expectations assists us in remaining committed to the THERE.
We know that it is just part of the journey. The only difference between one person’s mood curve and
another’s is the depth of the pit. Some people will have an easier PATH than others due to having a
better understanding of their HERE, being able to Act/Learn/Adjust quicker on entering the mood curve
or they may have more clarity of their THERE.

Leadership or lack of leadership becomes much more magnified when we are in the Pit of Despair. The
“pit” is where leadership really happens. It is easy to be the leader of the group during the forming
stage and during the performing stage of team building. Most anyone can lead during the times when
people are excited to be there or operating effectively as a team. However, when things are difficult,
there is conflict amongst the team, or we lose sight of the THERE that is where real leadership is
evident. Do you lead? Do you lead your family when things aren’t going well? Do you lead at your
work when things are tough? When we look at your earlier list of the greatest heroes, there is usually a
common thread. They stayed committed to the THERE through the worst possible times. They
overcame huge obstacles or unsurmountable odd to get THERE. Their Pit of Despair was very deep but
they led others through it. That’s what made them great.

What is one of the times in your life where you remember leading through difficult times?
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What was the result? ___________________________________________________________________
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PART 4
- FREEDOM VS CONTROL VS INFLUENCE

Now that we have a clear transcendent THERE, we have some current reality in relation to power and
leadership styles, we can dig deeper into our HERE with freedom vs control.

When our THERE is clear and we are committed to it, it can be tempting to try to control others to come
with you. This can be done through numerous forms of manipulation. However, to truly allow others to
become transformational means that they have to choose to do what is right, because it is right. We
should invite others to join us on the journey in life but we cannot control them. They are free to make
their own choices.

We want to hope, pray and encourage them down the road of life and when necessary exhort and
rebuke. This will help provide a structure for them to work towards what we call self-governance. This
structure is what we call the Freedom V.
The Freedom V can be looked at from two different perspectives. It can be viewed from a perspective of
how it applies to me from others and how it applies to others from me. The key point is structure
demands behavior and we must have clear expectations and consequences.
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In the picture above, we can see the boundaries created for us in the wider V. This depicts a structure
put in place through a law of nature, your employer or anyone in a position of authority. The smaller V
in the middle is a structure we create because we are self-governed. For instance, if your supervisor
tells you that you have to be to work by 0800 you may put a structure in place for yourself that gets you
to work by 0750. You have created a structure that creates accountability for yourself. You have limited
your own freedom so others do not have to. Self-governance means that you do what is right because it
is right and not out of fear of consequence or reprisal.

Read I Corinthians 6: 12-

Read I Corinthians 10: 23-

As leaders at work or in our families we provide structure for our subordinates or children to help them
choose. We have to provide clear expectations and consequences for others to help them stay within
the Freedom V. We create these boundaries using our five types of power. We use our position
coercive power to create the outer boundaries and then referent, reward and expert to influence them
to stay in the V.
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Freedom for Children: If my THERE for raising my children is along the lines of “raising good adults
capable of making good decisions”, this tool is especially useful. When a child is younger, we have them
very tight in the Freedom V. They are told what time to wake up, go to bed, eat and play. They learn
that they are on a schedule and that if they choose to violate the clear rules provided for them there will
be consequences. As the child grows older and demonstrate more maturity, they are given a wider V to
make their own choices with a little more freedom. They may get a later bed time or time to be home.
If they violate the time, they have crossed the boundary and suffer the consequences. As the child gets
older they receive more freedom. They may get the car keys and told to be home by 10:00 PM. If they
continue to show good faith, they may be given more freedom and if they step across that boundary,
they may find themselves pulled down in the freedom V a bit. We see this done for us in scripture over
and over again.

Read Genesis 2: 16-17

What was God’s expectation for Adam?_____________________________________________________

What was the consequence to be? ________________________________________________________
The Upside Down “V”: When raising children, we often see this principle turned upside down, literally.
Children are given an upside down V. When they are little, they are given too much freedom and they
are allowed to do whatever they like. As they get older, the parents start to realize that their child is on
a terrible trajectory and will not be self-governed or capable of making good decisions on their own.
This causes the parents to try to clamp down on them with an attempt to control them. This causes that
child to rebel and makes matters even worse. Using the Freedom V properly and following through with
coercive and reward power can create the understanding of transactional leadership which can later be
grown towards transformational.

Freedom for Adults: This principle works well with new employees as well. We want to put people out
in the Freedom V as far as we can without going too far. If we don’t provide enough structure for
people, they will flounder and fail. We want to give them all the freedom they can handle but not more.
When people demonstrate that they are self-governed, they don’t need a bunch of rules to get them to
do what they should be doing. They will create their own structure to keep them in their own Freedom
V.
A good litmus test for having the right structures in place is count how many orders you give every day.
If you find yourself giving orders all the time, you are probably missing a structure or rule that can help
prevent that.
Control: Providing structure for others does not mean controlling them. They still have a choice. Did
Adam and Eve have a choice? They chose to eat the fruit and had to suffer the consequences. We
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cannot control others. In fact, there are only three things in life we can control. We can control whom
we trust, our attitude or perspective, and our choices.

To have more influence we have to give up control.

There are over seven billion people on this planet and you get to control one of them.

Whom We Trust: The first item we get to control is whom we trust. Ultimately this is the fundamental
decision of life. Do you trust God or do you trust someone other than God? We can expand this to
trusting others to share truth with us. Do you have someone in your life that you can trust to share
truth with you?

Attitude/Perspective: The second item is can control your attitude or perspective. You can control how
you view things. This is heavily influenced by the first one. Do I believe that God is in control and that he
has me right where I am for a reason? Our attitude or perspective is often a reflection of our THERE. I
can choose to affect life people and circumstances or I can choose to let them affect me.
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“The one thing you can’t take away from me is the way I choose to respond to what you do to me. The
last of one’s freedoms is to choose one’s attitude in any given circumstance.”
― Viktor E. Frankl

Choices: The third item we can control is our choices. We can choose to change item number one
(whom we trust), we can choose to take a time out and reset our emotions, we can reassess our HERE,
we can change our THERE, or we can take a step down the path. However, we cannot choose to control
other peoples’ choices.

When you attempt to control other peoples’ choices, they end up controlling you. As you try to get
them to do what you think is in their best interest (control them), you are attempting to take away
freedom. This is not possible. When they feel you are taking freedom away from them, they rebel.
Their actions or lack thereof causes you to be upset or react. They are now controlling you. You can
give people the best advice possible to do what’s in their best interest but it is still their choice. Not
everyone will make the journey. We can only invite them along. They must choose to take a step down
the path. Have you ever tried to control your spouse? What are the results of this?

Read Matthew 7: 1-6

How did chamberlain use the freedom vs control tool at Little Round Top? ________________________

What would have happened had Chamberlain forced the sharpshooters to go with him instead of giving
them the choice?

“We who lived in concentration camps can remember the men who walked through the huts
comforting others, giving away their last piece of bread. They may have been few in number, but they
offer sufficient proof that everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human
freedoms -- to choose one's attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one's own way.”
― Viktor E. Frankl

We all have the trick of saying- if only I were not where I am! - If only I had not the kind of people that
I have to live with! ― Viktor E. Frankl
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Who was your role model(s) growing up? ___________________________________________________

What are some of the reasons why you looked up to that person (people)?

1.

2.

3.

Power or influence is in the eye of the beholder. If you are seen as someone who has influence (wrong
or right) by someone else, you have influence with them.

Power or influence is all in the perception of the person influenced. If someone believes you have some
influence with them, then you have a degree of power with them. If they don’t recognize that power
structure in you, you will not have it.
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Position Power: The first type of power is Position Power. Position Power is influence based on a
position someone holds. This could be a manager at work, a parent, an elected official, a law
enforcement professional or even a firefighter. If you believe that your manager has the power to
terminate your employment or hire you, they have a degree of power over you. If a fireman burst
through your door right now and told you to get out of the building or a police officer asks you to exit
your vehicle, you are probably going to follow their directions. This is position power. You can gain
position power by being place in positions of greater responsibility.

Coercive Power: The second type of power is Coercive Power. Coercive Power is influence that comes
from someone’s perception that you have the ability to punish them. If a child believes that a parent
has the power to ground them or take away an allowance, then that parent has coercive power with
that child. Coercive Power is tied in with Position Power very closely but only represents the ability to
punish or take away. We can lose coercive power by not following through with your threats. When
you tell little Johnny that he will receive a punishment for not cleaning his room and he doesn’t do it and
you don’t execute the punishment, you are giving up coercive power. Little Johnny will start to believe
that you will not punish him after a few repetitions of this cycle. You can gain more Coercive Power by
following through with what we say we will do. This type of power is often over used. This can also lead
to a loss of influence. When we only use coercive power, people become numb to it. You see this with
leaders who yell all the time. It becomes ineffective and demoralizing. Unfortunately, many times a
leader who is new to leading others will often fall back on this type of leadership because they feel more
in control. In these situations, peers and senior leaders should step in and help before that junior leader
loses his influence completely.

Reward Power: The third type of power is Reward Power. Reward power is just like Coercive Power.
When you tell someone they will receive a reward for completing a task and then follow through with
the reward, you will gain more reward power. If you don’t follow through, you will be giving Reward
Power away. This power can also be over used. When you constantly give praise for things that just
meet the standard, it can become meaningless. We should praise people for doing praiseworthy things.

Expert Power: The fourth type of power is Expert Power. This power comes from demonstrating a level
of expertise in an area that is greater than what the observer possesses. Have you ever been placed into
a team where there is someone there who has been on the project for several years? When you look at
that person, they have a lot of expert power because they know the material so well. They are who you
would approach to ask questions. You may have expert power over others in some areas and not in
others. You can gain expert power by demonstrating proficiency in a task or a subject. You can lose
expert power by pretending you know the answer to something when you don’t. You quickly lose
credibility. We can help our subordinates gain expert power by having them teach classes. It is
important to set them up for success when doing this. Have them rehearse with you so they do a good
job. If they do poorly, we have set them up to lose credibility and they have given away their expert
power. Research shows that mastering a task takes 10,000 hours of focused effort. For instance, to be a
world-class pianist you would need to put in 10,000 hours of focused effort once you have the basics.
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How much daily effort do you put into being a master of your profession? Is it focused effort? This
effort results in a high degree of Expert Power but we have some Expert Power over others who have
fewer focused hours than we do.

Referent Power: The fifth power type is the most influential. It is Referent Power. This type of power
comes from doing life right. Have you ever had anyone come up to you and ask, “What’s different about
you?” When we live life the way God intended us to, it is very attractive to others. People want to be
like you. Earlier, you were asked who your role model in life was. That person had a lot of referent
power with you. You wanted to exemplify their behavior or a portion of it. Do you have this power with
someone? It is very influential and when you wield a great deal of referent power you have to be
careful how you use it. You can give your referent power away through inappropriate actions or
statements and you can gain more by strengthening your pillars (Tenets of Referent Power).

It has been said that the only real difference between you now and you five years from now is what you
have read and who you have met. This statement would reinforce our Mental and Social Pillars but
misses the others. The difference between you today and five years from now is the choice you make
to reinforce and strengthen all of your pillars.

When we have all of our pillars in order and continuously put energy into them and our values, people
want to be like you. They will look to you for leadership. You will grow your sphere of influence and be
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more capable of serving others. If you have a THERE that includes serving others, this is how you begin.
You start by leading by example. Living life with great values and strong pillars will draw people to
you. They will make statements like, “There’s something different about you. What is it?” This will lead
to great opportunities and transformational leadership.

Your values are the foundation of your resiliency as a person. Strong values solidify your character. It is
the foundation to build your pillars. There are six pillars that sustain us. They are physical, social,
mental/emotional, family/team, spiritual and financial. All the pillars are important and coupled with
your values are what gain or lose you referent power.
Your values and pillars will suffer from entropy. If you aren’t putting energy into them, energy is
coming out. Setting goals to strengthen your values and pillars can create habit and change the way you
do life. When you begin to live life with these good habits, people look up to you, want to be around
you and look for you to influence them. This provides you the opportunity to serve them and a greater
scale.
We have to be careful to not let our pillars become our THERE. When we have the right THERE, all of
our goals for our pillars come into line with one another. This will be evident in your place of
employment. Do you have a job, a career or a calling? Is your place of employment where you go to
earn money to support your life? Are you looking at your watch to see if it is time to go home every five
minutes starting at four in the afternoon? If so, you probably do not have an integrated life. You have a
job that supports your life. Maybe you have a career where you put in more than what is required of
you because you want to do well but ultimately it is for a paycheck. However, if you have a calling you
are doing what is right because it is right. You are transformational. You have a place of employment
that is just the circumstance you are in while you execute your THERE, your ministry.

Choose your friends wisely, choose those just a bit beyond you, so that energy is required to keep up
with them.
To gain influence you must give up control.
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PART 5
- SEEKING AND SHARING TRUTH

Up to this point, we have mentioned clarity of expectations and consequences many times. As you will
recall, the Freedom V is created with clear expectations and clear consequences. We have also stated
several times that we struggle to know our current reality. The way we help others understand that
their actions are not meeting expectations, they don’t have a clear understanding of their current reality
(HERE) or they don’t have clarity of the THERE is by Sharing Truth.

A Moment of Truth does not have to be uncomfortable or full of conflict if we have a culture of
sharing truth. Having such a culture is rare in most places, teams or families. When we measure small
and measure often, we are continuously sharing truth with grace and mercy. It can become ingrained in
the culture of our family, team or organization to the point that it is just how you do business. However,
when we don’t measure small and often the emotions can build and a Moment of Truth can turn into
conflict instead of serving others. To avoid the conflict-filled emotional blow outs we have to first make
sure that we are talking about truth and not feelings or opinion.
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There are three perspectives for truth. Truth from me for others. In this perspective, I am serving
others with truth and not beating them with it. The second perspective is from others for me. And the
third is from me for me.
In a parent to child relationship (manager to subordinate) sharing truth down is usually easier. How do
you share truth in a parent to parent (spouse to spouse or peer to peer) or child to parent relationship
(subordinate to manager)? To do this well we have to establish a culture of truth and have the moral
courage to share it. Measure small and measure often. Invite others to share truth with you. Ask
permission to share truth with one another.
Opinion is the same as speculating and assuming. When we don’t have the facts, we fill in the blanks
with our own opinions. If you start a Moment of Truth with the “I feel like” you aren’t doing a good job,
you are not dealing with facts.
Knowing that most of us have a current reality (HERE) of not sharing truth well, we can expect a
Moment of Truth to create conflict. However, we should value people enough to develop them
anyways. We need to act when actual does not meet expected. Many of us will struggle with that
simple sentence and we won’t act. This is normally a reflection of the ME THERE instead of the WE
THERE. The ME THERE doesn’t want to have to deal with conflict or feeling uncomfortable. The WE
THERE is about valuing others and serving them. If we value others, we should share truth with them.
Sharing truth is not about pitting you against them. It’s pitting them against truth.
Have you ever known someone who was let go from their job and really never even had any warning
that their performance was not meeting expectations? They were given a laundry list of things that they
have been doing wrong for weeks or months and no one cared enough about them to demonstrate the
courage to even tell them. How can we expect people to change their behavior or actions without
helping them see that what they are doing is not acceptable? When asked if you would want others to
share truth with you, the answer is almost always a resounding yes. Why then, do we struggle to share
truth with others? In serving others, we should pursue their best unconditionally.

Love: Pursuing the best for others patiently, kindly, sacrificially and unconditionally.

The Moment of Truth is a four-step process.

Step 1 for MOT: It starts with simply acknowledging reality. This may sound easy but it is usually by far
the most difficult of the four steps. To assist us with this we use digital or binary thinking. Binary
thinking is using opposites to ask questions simply by asking yes or no, true or false, up or down, etc.
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We now know that most of us have a difficult time knowing what our HERE is. We struggle to know our
own current reality. Helping others see their current reality by doing the correctly can be rewarding and
fulfilling or full of conflict and emotion when not done correctly.

MOT Example for Step 1: Let’s say one of the people at your work who reports to you has been showing
up late all week. We can start the conversation by saying, “Can we agree that you are supposed to be
here at 0800 every day and you have been showing up later than 0900 all week?” We have left them
with two answers. They can answer yes or no. This doesn’t leave room for them to start getting into
the story. We just want them to state the reality of the situation. It is normal for them to throw a curve
ball at this point and start with the “yes buts”. Yes I was late but my car broke down one day, I had a flat
tire the next and my alarm quit working. At this point, we are not trying to get the story so we go back
to step one by saying, “I appreciate all of that and I do want to talk about how it got this way but can we
agree that you were supposed to be here at 0800 every day and you have been showing up later than
0900, yes or no?” Each time they start trying to skip to step two, we need to bring them back to step
one. Help them acknowledge that their actual performance did not meet the expectations.
The example of being late is pretty simplistic. Many times a Moment of Truth (MOT) will be about a
much more complex expectation that has not been met. However, they all work the same. We either
met expectations or we didn’t. When we set clear expectations for our children, each other and our
direct reports at work, it helps us be able to serve others through MOT.
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MOT Step 2: Step two is get the story. There are usually a lot of reasons why someone does not meet
expectations but usually people don’t willfully and deliberately try to underperform. We all want to be
great. Sometimes we find that missing the expectation is just a symptom of a much deeper and
underlying problem in someone’s life. We have to be prepared for that when doing a MOT. They may
have had a recent death in the family, be going through a divorce or have medical issues. The facts
remain that actual did not meet expected but now when we go into step three, we can address the root
cause of the problem and not the symptom. It will be important to use more open-ended questions in
step two. This will lead to self-discovery learning and more mentoring than teaching.

MOT Step 3: Step three is coming up with a plan of action to help them get back inside the Freedom V
and stay there. In the case of being late, maybe we have them meet you at work half an hour early each
day for a week. If it turned out that it is a deeper issue, maybe it would be a plan for counseling.
Helping them build the structure they need to be successful is what this is all about. Structure demands
behavior. A good SMART goal will help us create the clear expectations and consequences for the new
plan. All of this will then lead to the final step.

MOT Step 4: The fourth and final step is feedback. We want to have a structure in place that helps us
know whether or not we have completed the plan to standard or not. This will be another meeting
where we can sit down and communicate. We can see how we did with the plan of action and whether
or not we are back to being self-governed.

If we do a MOT after one occurrence of a missed expectation, we sometimes find out that something
out of the ordinary has happened. For instance, if someone shows up late one day and we decide to do
a MOT with them we may find out that they had a death in the family. That would cause the MOT to
terminate immediately. We would move from more results-oriented to relationship oriented in that
moment.

The Four Squares: When conducting a MOT we can use the Four Squares to assist us in helping other
realize what they are doing. There are only four reasons people do or do not do something. It is all
about ability and motivation. They either can’t and won’t (no ability or desire), can’t but want to (no
ability but have the desire), can but won’t (have the ability but not the motivation) or they can and will
(have the ability and desire). Generally for a MOT people are in the “can but won’t” square. Helping
them see this can be very eye opening.
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Four Squares Example: After you complete step one and they acknowledge the reality that they are not
doing what is expected of them and you get the story, you simply show the chart above and ask them
what square they are in. Typically they will point to “can and will” and say, “I can be in this one.” You
both know they can and appreciate that thought so you might say, “I agree but which square are you in
right now? Please touch it.” Getting them to put their finger in the “can but won’t” square can be very
eye opening for people. Having to actually physically touch the square to admit that they are trained to
do the task and are choosing to not do it, creates a much deeper realization. They then need to
understand that we expect them to be in the “can and will” box immediately. If they continue in the
“can but won’t” box, they will not be able to continue to be a member of the team any longer. This
helps in creating and solidifying a plan and structure to get them where they need to be so they can be
successful. If during this process it’s determined that that they are in the “can’t but want to” square,
this is a function of not being trained properly and the MOT should end. We can’t have expectations for
people to complete tasks that they do not have any idea how to do. Having a “can’t but want to” person
is a great opportunity to exercise Expert Power through Participative or Delegating Leadership to get
them trained.

There may be times where someone has to have a MOT about which square they are touching. If they
point to the “can’t but want to” square but you know they are trained, you may have to dig deeper into
the MOT process to help them see that they have been trained and it is actually a motivation issue. This
is not very normal in a culture that shares truth often but it does happen frequently in cultures where
sharing truth is used as a tool to break people down instead of using truth to serve them. Truth-less
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cultures will have created a climate of insecurity and defensiveness where making mistakes is not seen
as an opportunity to learn and grow but are intolerable. Cultures in learning organizations, relationships
and families embrace honest mistakes as wonderful opportunities to mentor and execute the
Act/Learn/Adjust (ALA) process. They share truth with grace and mercy through asking questions and
influencing others to self-discovery learning. These cultures execute forgiveness for mistakes and use
those mistakes as learning points and do not hold them over the heads of others.

Read Matthew 6: 14-15

How many chances should we give others? ___________________________________

How many chances do you deserve? _________________________

How many chances do you hope God will have given you when you stand before the judgement seat of
Christ?

How do you view honest mistakes? ________________________________________________________

Discussion: How do you view the intentional mistakes of someone who purposefully violates the
boundaries of the Freedom V? Once the MOT is complete, do you forgive them? Do you give them a
fresh start or are you waiting for them to make the next mistake to deliver justice? What does it mean
to truly forgive someone else?

In asking others to leave the team, how are we serving them? __________________________________

Organizations who measure small and measure often will share truth as part of who they are and how
they execute their normal daily routine. When they do this, MOT naturally happens. In most cases, it
will be a simple sarcastic remark or jab to let the other person know that they are accountable. These
are in the minor infractions. These take place in the hallways and breakrooms and not in formal
settings. Just ribbing each other or making the funny, snarky remark can be effective in these cultures
to help the other person be accountable. Even peers may use it to help with accountability and it
promotes self-governance. You may see one person say sarcastically or jokingly, “You must keep getting
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a flat tire for the past two days to walk through the door five minutes late.” The other person may reply
with, “Yep, got caught in traffic.” That gives the first person the opportunity to ask, “What square are
you in?” At this point both people have seen an MOT done many times and know the four squares tool.
They will both laugh but the point has been taken. That is usually all it takes to help them rethink their
position. They have done a mini-MOT and it was effective. This can only work in organizations where
truth is part of who you are and what you do. It will not work in organizations that don’t measure small
and measure often.

Sharing truth serves the WE THERE. Choosing not to share truth serves the ME THERE.

Seeking Truth: We should also seek truth for ourselves. Understanding our own current reality (HERE)
is critical to setting an example for others. We should find someone we can trust to share truth with us.
A good rule of thumb is to assume all of their observations are true until proven otherwise. This
mindset allows us to work on things that we may otherwise dismiss as not true. We tend to think we
are much better at things than we really are. Assuming that the person you trust is sharing truth
honestly to serve you is a good mindset to have when approaching truth for ourselves. Seeking truth
from others requires a tremendous amount of humility and self-awareness.
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PART 6
-Emotions and the Two Circles

Proverbs 16: 32 He who is slow to anger is better than the mighty and he who rules his spirit
than he who takes a city- NKJV

Emotions: We tend to see emotions flare up along the Project Mood Curve in the “Pit of Despair”.
Emotions will also be in abundance when someone is trying to control us. We can also see them during
any MOT or when conflict happens. These emotions are just telling us that something needs to be
addressed. They serve a purpose. We don’t want to be emotionless nor do we want to be emotionled.

Emotions come from our overarching thinking. These emotions are not good or bad. We are having
them for a reason. The way we process emotions and act on them can be good or bad. However,
emotions are responders and often untrustworthy.
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Dealing with emotions: We can choose how to deal with our emotions. We can choose to control our
emotions or have our emotions control us. When the emotion hits, we can Feel-Think-Act or we can
Feel-Act-Think. That is our choice. We can feel the emotion and slow down our emotions and then act.
This takes self-governance and practice. You normally feel the surge of emotions with an uptick in blood
pressure, increased heart rate and flushing of our face. When we feel this take place, we can think
before we act. This may look like avoiding the conflict for a time, taking a time out, taking a deep breath
or counting to ten. There are numerous techniques for slowing down our emotions. However, it takes a
conscious effort to slow them down. You can feel the surge of emotions and understand that they are
telling you that an action is required. Next you can say, “Thank you emotions, I will take it from here.”
Now that you have recognized that you are experiencing an emotion and why, you can act under good
cognitive judgement rather than reflexive response.

If we choose to Feel-Act-Think, we usually find out that emotions beget emotions. When we respond
reflexively while being emotion-led, it usually introduces more emotion into the other person or people.
This circle of emotions can continue to build until it becomes destructive. There are many techniques
we can use to slow our emotions down. A good one to use during conflict or argument is to simply ask
questions. This causes you to slow down your emotions and think about what to ask as well as cause
the other person to slow his down to think about a response.
What techniques have you used to slow down your emotions?

1.

2.

3.

Negative emotions like loneliness, envy, and guilt have an important role to play in a happy
life; they're big, flashing signs that something needs to change. -Gretchen Rubin

Have you ever had someone cut you off in traffic? Has anyone ever challenged your authority? Have
you ever been fired from a job? Have you ever had anything bad happen to you?

When something unexpectedly bad happened to us we tend to find ourselves playing the role of the
victim.
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The Hapless Bartender
On February 12th 1809 a boy was born to two loving parents on the frontier of Kentucky. His family
moved to Indiana when he was very young. When he was nine years old, his mother passed away. The
young boy took her death pretty hard. He was raised by his father and eleven year old sister.
The boy loved to read. Books were hard to come by in rural Indiana but he managed to track some
down and became self-educated. As a teenager, his family moved to Illinois where he continued his love
of reading and education. He was doing very well for himself as a young man and decided to go into
business with a partner in a tavern.
The young man was only a minority partner in the tavern and after a few weeks of bartending, he
decided that this life was not for him. He let his partner buy him out and decided to move on with life.
Shortly after leaving the partnership, our hapless bartender was called into court. His old partner had
evidently faulted on some debts. The judge told the young bartender that he was responsible for a
sizable portion of the debt. The hapless bartender argued his case to the judge. He stated that he was
only a partner for a couple weeks and no longer had anything to do with the business. The judge didn’t
see it his way and ordered him to pay the debt.
The debt was a very sizable one. The courts seized his horse, house and most of his personal possessions
to pay it off. Our hapless bartender had to be feeling pretty bad about this time. How could this be
happening to him? This wasn’t fair! It wasn’t his fault! How could this be any part of God’s plan? He
was in the Victim Circle.
He was able to borrow money from a number of close friends and get back most of his stuff. The young
man counted his blessings and vowed never to get into the tavern business ever again. Six short months
later he was called back into court. His old business partner had died and was in a tremendous amount
of debt.
The judge ordered our hapless bartender to pay the full debt for his deceased partner. The young man
argued vehemently that he was not even an interest owner in the tavern. He should have nothing to do
with this debt. This was unfair! The judge told him that if he wanted to stay out of trouble, he should
study the law. He should attend law school and learn not to get himself into bad business
arrangements.
Defeated, our hapless bartender decided to do just what the judge said. He picked up some law books
and passed the Bar to become an attorney in Illinois in just under two years. As it turned out, he was a
pretty good lawyer.
In 1846 he was elected to the Illinois House of representatives and in 1860 he became the President of
the United States. You see, Abraham Lincoln did not know why he was being forced to pay those fines.
He originally went into the Victim Circle and then decided that God had him where he wanted him for a
reason. He had a choice. He chose to move into the Choice Circle and affect his life, the people around
him and his circumstances. Had he not found himself in a poor business relationship or had he decided
to remain a victim, history would have been very different.
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The TWO Circles: In the circles below, write the word ME on the lines. Next, on the outside of the
circles write life, people and circumstances. In the left (red) circle draw four arrows pointing in from
each side of the circle towards the ME. In the right (green) circle draw the arrows from the ME to the
sides of the circle.

These are the two circles:

Victim Circle: The Victim Circle, on the left, is where we can find ourselves when we get hit with
emotions. We immediately make it all about ME. We have to slow our emotions down (feel-think-act)
and realize that we do have a choice. We always have a choice. This circle is all react and respond.

Victor Circle: When we think back to the chapter on Freedom vs Control, we know that we can always
control three things; whom we trust, our perspective and our choices. The two circles is how you
control your perspective. I can look at the circumstances that I am going through as a learning
opportunity that God has given me or I can look at it through the lens of a victim. Either way it is a
choice.
This is a great tool to help yourself understand your current reality (HERE). You can also use this to
share truth with others. Do you know someone who spends most of their time in the Victim Circle?
Sometimes just realizing what you are doing is enough to get you to choose differently. Once you have
taught others this tool, it is easy to do a mini-MOT by just asking, “What circle are you in right now?”
People who understand the tool immediately have the realization of what they are doing to themselves.
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The Victim Circle can be addicting to some people. They get a lot of attention with the “poor me”
routine. They may be there more often than not. Sharing that truth with them as well can affect
change.

We are not born a winner or a loser. However, we are born a chooser.

There has been a tremendous amount of research done on positivity. Choosing to be positive and look
at things as teachable moments rather than negative moments, is life changing. People who are positive
tend to be happier, live longer and be healthier.

Read the Book of Jonah

Did Jonah ever show that he was in the Circle of Choice? ____________________________

How did Jonah react when God spared the people of Nineveh? ________________________________
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PART 7
-COMMUNICATION

Communication: The final tool is effective communication. This tool is the one that ties all of this
together. We have to communicate to have clarity; clarity of the THERE and clarity of our HERE. What is
the big deal about clarity? Clarity provides us unity of the mind, body and spirit. Clarity creates unity of
effort in our work and in our relationships with one another. Whenever clarity is not present,
consequences usually are.

The communication model above clearly depends on the sender being capable of thinking clearly to be
able to frame a message in a manner that will transcend the barriers to communication and the
limitations of the medium. It also depends on the receiver to have humility and listen.

“One should use common words to say uncommon things” ― Arthur Schopenhauer
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How does God communicate with us? ______________________________________________________

As we see in the Bible, God understands that clarity comes through repetition and stories. We need to
hear things over and over again for them to finally sink in. Scripture does this for us. We see the same
theme numerous times; God creates something perfect and good, gives it to man with clear
expectations and clear consequences, man screws it up and suffers the consequences and then God has
to redeem it and make it good again. We see this with Adam and Eve in Genesis, Noah and the Ark,
Moses and the Exodus, and David. This same theme continues until the unfolding of the redemptive
actions of God reaches a clear climax in the coming of Jesus as a baby. With his arrival, there is a
manifold increase in the witness of God, God has become man for human eyes to see and human ears to
hear.

The ability to communicate and understand is God-given. The ability to miscommunicate and
misunderstand is a function of our fallen condition. It is a result of focusing on ME instead of focusing
on WE.

Read Genesis 1: 1-31

We can clearly see that when God speaks he can create. When you speak, are you creating or do you
speak to destroy on occasion?

This repetition in scripture shows us that God understands that we need to hear things 7-11 times for us
to get them. We also see much more clearly in retrospect. We also see this in scripture with Jesus
explaining what will happen to him to the disciples through parables and stories. They didn’t
understand the meaning until the events actually came to pass.

All of this shows how difficult it can be to communicate clearly. The communication model will help the
understanding and help us become clearer when we use it properly. The model begins with the sender.

Sender: The sender is the first component in the communication model. For the sender to be able to
communicate clearly, he must have clarity within himself. The sender needs to find the clarity of mind,
body and spirit to communicate as clearly as possible. This is simply using our systems thinking to
achieve this. Think back to the story of George Washington and the Newburg Address. He took the time
(5 days) to try and find enough clarity within himself. He shifted from system one into systems two and
three to find the words to help defuse the situation. It was ultimately his system 3 that played the
biggest role and changed history for us. Once the sender has internal clarity of what he wants to
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communicate, he has to consider the barriers to communication that are present, the medium in which
to transmit the message and to whom he is sending the message.

Barriers: There are numerous barriers to communication that we can run into when trying to
communicate clearly. What are some barriers to communication that you have run into?

1.

2.

3.

4.

If the sender understands the barriers that are present well enough, he can transmit the message in a
manner that can transcend those barriers. Once the sender has carefully considered how to send the
message through the barriers of communication, he must now consider the medium to send the
message through.

Medium: As part of the system two and three thinking, the sender should consider the medium
available to transmit the message. What are some different mediums we use to communicate?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Which medium for communication do you find is most effective? ________________________________
The danger of transmitting a message through a medium instead of face to face communication
compounds. Do you use email in your everyday communication? Do your emails ever get
misinterpreted? Do you use text messaging in your everyday communication? How much more does
that get misinterpreted?

Receiver: The final piece of the equation for effective communication is the receiver. The receiver has
to listen and decode the message and then provide feedback.

Listening: Listening can be very difficult. Most of us think we are very good listeners but that just shows
how far we are from our current reality (HERE). How do you know if you are a good listener? The same
way you know your HERE. You have your perspective, get other perspectives and try to find the truth
based on them. There are a lot of components that tie into listening.

One of the best ways to learn to listen effectively is to practice Observational Listening. Experts used to
use the term active listening which pointed you in the direction of asking questions. We now use
observational listening which can be even more effective. Observational listening occurs when the
listener focuses on the sender and makes a mental movie in his head about the story that is being
told. This takes a good deal of effort. You have to have humility. You have to have external focus and
not focus on what you are going to say next. Making the movie in your head helps you focus on them
instead of you. Me vs WE.

As we continue listening and make the mental movie in our head, we also ask questions to clarify the
mental image. The rule of thumb is that in a mentoring setting we should ask four questions to every
one statement. In a teaching situation we should ask one question to every four statements. When
we mentor, we want to guide the other person to self-discovery learning through the question process.
When teaching, we are just trying to keep the other person or people engaged and following along.

When we learn to listen through our System 3 or Renewed Mind, we can better understand what God
wants us to do. Sometimes the Holy Spirit speaks very clearly to us when we listen well. Learning to
listen to what God is telling us requires humility and focus.
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Read James 1: 19-27

James tells us that there are times when listening seldom occurs.
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Being able to focus on the person who is communicating, make the mental image of movie of what they
are saying, and ask enough questions to get the clarity you need to truly understand their message takes
a tremendous amount of humility. It takes love. Humility is laying oneself aside and love is pursuing the
best for others patiently, kindly, sacrificially and unconditionally.

Feedback: Once the receiver listens and decodes the true meaning of the message, they now become
the sender and begin to ask questions to help clarify even further. This is feedback. The receiver (now
the sender) should shift into system two or three if possible and attempt to serve the new receiver. The
sender has to figure out how to transmit a message through a medium and barriers to communication
so that the true meaning can be understood by the receiver...the process continues.

Think back to our story of Little Round Top. Right before the charge down the hill, Chamberlain
gathered his commanders together and explained to them what he wanted done. He use an analogy
that they all understood. He told them to have the flanking element swing like a barn door as they came
down the hill so that they would be on line together to press into the enemy. He used words that
everyone could understand. He didn’t try to say it in some strategic level military term that would make
him look smart. He said it in a manner they could all understand.

Abraham Lincoln was known for his communicating ability. He said, “They say I tell a great many stories.
I reckon I do; but I have learned from long experience that plain people, take them as they run, are more
easily influenced through the medium of broad and humorous illustration than in any other way.”
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Lincoln was known as the great communicator because he understood the communication model. He
listened well, taught lessons through stories and parables, used many analogies and asked a lot of
questions. He left us with a great example to follow. Lincoln himself took these lessons from scripture.
He was only following the example of Jesus.

Let’s look at some examples of when this is the most difficult for us. We will say that communication
model is being used by two people who are very different. Two people who always struggle to
communicate and never really know why. The two people we will use even communicate through the
easiest medium to transmit through, face to face but they have the most difficult barrier to
communication to overcome. They are husband and wife. Gender seems to be the most difficult of all
the barriers for us to overcome.

Women vs. Men: There are significant differences to how men and women process information and
communicate. Women express themselves with words where men do not. Research shows that women
speak over 20,000 words per day as compared to the paltry 7,000 spoken by men. This is best explained
by watching small children play. Girls spend all of their play time expressing themselves with words as
they play. If you observe them play with their dolls, you quickly notice that all of the dolls have a name,
they are all about to get married and have kids and a career and have really long conversations with
each other that don’t add up to much. Conversely, when you watch a young boy play with his cars you
won’t hear a single word. You hear, “Vroom” and the screech that tires make as the car accelerates but
not much is expressed with words. This trait holds true as we get older.

As we age, women continue to express themselves with words and men do not. Women will talk
through the entire gambit of things that happen in a day where men prefer to not express themselves
through words. When asked about her day, she will spend the next ten to fifteen minutes describing it in
sometimes, painstaking detail. Conversely when asked about his day he will say, “It was fine.” And
that’s it. This can cause some problems with our relationships. She may feel that he doesn’t want to
open up to her and he may feel that when she is saying all this stuff, she must need him to fix
something.

Men tend to feel that if there is something to be said then it must require action and they are needed to
fix something for her. Of course, that is rarely the case. She is just expressing herself and ultimately just
wants him to listen. Let take a look at an old Dave Berry Article.

Clarity: We have to communicate in almost everything we do. When we understand this basic truth, we
can start to focus on the receiver of our message and communicate the message in a manner in which
will get the desired response. This means that sometimes we have to say things differently than we
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would like to in order to avoid the receiver from misinterpreting the message. We sometimes like to
make ourselves sound smart and want that significance so we say things in a manner that we think will
accomplish this. This does not serve the other person. It only serves ME.

In order to have clarity of your THERE, you must communicate it with your team. If your spouse doesn’t
know your THERE, it is hard for them to support you in it. Clarity comes through communication. When
we communicate poorly or don’t listen, we will not have clarity. When clarity is absent, you will always
find a degree of consequence.

The ability to communicate and be understood is God-given. Miscommunicating and not being
understood is a result of our fallen condition. Repetition in communication in necessary as it takes
seven to eleven times to hear something before we finally get it.
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Recap

The structure for life is THERE-HERE-PATH. We have to have clarity of the THERE, current reality of the
HERE and commitment for the PATH. Our definition of leadership is influencing others to get THERE.

As you have probably already gleaned, these seven tools are taught separately but are in reality
intertwined. They work together and are more difficult to teach separately than as one large tool.
However, the human minds needs smaller chunks with stories and repetition to help us remember and
understand.

Clarity of the THERE is potentially the most important item. Clarity comes from internal harmony and
unity of the systems thinking and the five whys. Once we can establish our transcendent THERE, we
have to communicate it with others. We use the communication model of sender, receiver, medium
and barriers to communication to be able to help others with clarity. The sender uses systems thinking
to become internally clear and then considers the receiver to send the message in a manner that will not
be misinterpreted. The sender chooses the best medium available and considers the barriers that are
present and how best to work around them. The receiver must listen with observational listening. This
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requires humility and the will to serve others. He will then become the sender through asking clarifying
questions.

Once we know the THERE we have to know our current reality, our HERE. We have five forms of
influence which are position, coercive, reward, expert and referent. Referent power is the most
influential of the five. The tenets of referent power are physical, social, mental/emotional, family/team,
spiritual and financial. The foundation for the tenets of referent power is your values. We deliver our
influence through the five leadership styles. We have directive, transactional, participative, delegative
and transformational.

The PATH is the project mood curve. Every step we take along the PATH our HERE changes. It has to
constantly be reevaluated. Along the path we find the pit of despair. These are the difficult moments
where conflict, moment of truth and the two circles usually come into play. We also find that this is
where we experience the most intense emotions. We deal with the emotions with feel-act think or feelthink-act. However, if we are in the circle of choice we will look at the pit of despair as an opportunity
to lead. The pit is where leadership happens. This is also where we tend to find that we need more
structure or less structure so we use the Freedom “V” and evaluate whether we are trying to control
ourselves or control others. We need milestones along the PATH to keep us moving toward the THERE.
These milestones should be SMART. They can be our pillars or our values but we want them to be
tangible.

The hope and prayer is for this simple understanding of life tools to serve you in some manner and that
you will be better equipped to serve others. The idea is for you to be able to take these tools and have a
more fulfilled life. This is meant to be the catalyst for change in your life and not a simple class to take.
The next time you hit the pit of despair, may you stay committed to your THERE and lead through
example like Chamberlain. May you communicate like Lincoln and be able to serve others like
Washington. Ultimately, may you find yourself more Christ-like.-God Bless!
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